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Some background

indeed brutal female protagonists.
How could this happen? Burns said,

Gauteng Women In Insurance (GWII)
was recently approached by a member who has been in the insurance
industry for 20 years on an issue
that touches many women in the industry; the way women undermine
and fail to support each other.
“In the insurance industry women
undermine and fail to support each
other. There are certainly pockets of
insurance professionals that swim
against the tide and go out of their
way to both mentor and support
other women but on the whole,
most of the environments have
been plagued by rumour mongering, petty rivalry, jealousy and
politicking,” she said.
With the idea stemming from her,
GWII approached some high-profile
women in our industry to discuss
this matter and what their advice
is to women who face the same
issues.

Brutal, burnt or just busy

“It is indeed regrettable that there is
any sort of perception in the insurance industry that women undermine and fail to support each other.

Do women in the industry
fail to support each other?
In our May newsletter we published an article, ‘Do women in the industry fail to support each other?’ in which Christelle Colman, Caroline da Silva, Jeanett Modise and Lizelle van der Merwe discussed
the issues women face in the industry. In this article we continue to
delve further into the matter.
However, in my view it is entirely understandable how this situation could
have come about, it indeed continues
to be perpetuated,” said Diane Burns,
Director of Insure Group Managers,
expressing her own personal views

on the matter and not necessarily the
view of Insure Group Managers.
In order for women to be undermined by other women, Burns said
we have to believe that they are

• Brutal. It is widely reported that
an estimated 3% of men and
1% of women can be clinically
defined to be pathological and/
or narcissistic. These people are
not stereotypical serial killers but
rather serial users and manipulators. Their conduct is ultimately
all about themselves or their kin.
They are immune to the needs of
others although they can easily
masquerade as very empathetic
individuals. In HR candidate intake
terms 3% and 1% becomes a
significant number of people with
these traits gravitating towards
business.
Furthermore mismanagement
of business and industry ‘performance’ criteria often rewards and
even promotes such individuals.
This in turn results in a concentration of this personality type.
A relationship based industry
like insurance can be particularly
susceptible. Another brutal environmental circumstance is that
women may have “instinctively”

ship. As another example Insure
Group Managers - where I have
25 years’ experience - is also
involved in sponsoring and participating in the IIG “Roots and
Wings” mentorship programme
which has great potential,” continued Burns.

determined or been conditioned to consider that there
are very few positions of influence and importance open to
women within their employer
companies. This results in
apathy or prejudiced selection
to support candidates more
likely to “make the grade”
whether male or female.
• Secondly burnt. By this I
refer to the risk of genuinely
mentoring and introducing
with positive intent to your
network a chosen one who
in the final outcome does not
meet your value standards in
terms of integrity and becoming conduct (rumour mongering, politicking etc.).
The internal (and eternal…)
embarrassment of being
used by and associated with
such people means that
it is so difficult to find the
inner strength to trust and
try again. Women confide in
others in this regard all the
time so there could easily be
another 5% thinking “once
bitten ….” or “never again”.
• Thirdly observe … women are
just so busy. Indeed women
generally are so underrepresented on Boards and
Executive management teams

Dig deep and woman up

Do women in the industry
fail to support each other?
that they are probably simply
trying to hold their own and
not let down the female
professional fraternity. Plus
all the family responsibilities,
social media and keeping up a
professional appearance and
wellbeing takes time despite
the female theoretical superpower of multitasking. Who
has time to notice a colleague
who needs a helping hand?
Could this be 79% of women
who could otherwise make a
difference?

Worthwhile initiatives

“I suspect an 80/20 rule at work.
Only 1 % (“a pocket of professionals”) are actively engaged
whereas 80% of women could
and would with some encour-

agement support the development of another’s potential,”
continued Burns.
“To me it doesn’t matter whether the mentors and mentees are
female or male, young or old as
long as the mentor and mentee
believe that something is being
achieved for someone. That is
progress. Also what gets talked
about sometimes gets done,”
said Burns.
“I do believe there are really
worthwhile initiatives that have
really dedicated and passionate
individuals and organisations
behind them. For example I think
that The Insurance Apprentice
series are compelling viewing
in terms of general mentor-

In giving advice Burns said,
“If you are in a busy fraternity
maybe you need to dig deep and
‘Woman Up’? Be honest with
yourself. Do you honestly want
to mentor and in this way give
(some time or something) back
to your industry for its future
sustainability? If so, you will
find the time and inspiration.
Likewise if you are privileged to
be mentored will you thereafter
make a commitment to mentor others to the best of your
strengths. If so get started,
approach and try… Your industry and South Africa’s economy
needs you.”
From left: Diane Burns,
Director of Insure
Group Managers,
and Olivia Smith,
Marketing Head of
the IIG and Marketing
& Events Officer at
Allianz Global
Corporate & Specialty
South Africa.

“If you are badly burnt and not
yet ready to try again or really
too busy ….. A smile or a few
words of encouragement to
another person can keep them
on course and motivated to find
the right mentor for them. If
you are keen on being mentored
choose your mentor carefully.
Your compatible mentor match is
no doubt out there somewhere.
In the meantime invest 10% of
your discretionary time in your
own development and brand.
There are fantastic resources in
the industry and even women’s
interest magazines,” continued
Burns.
“Above all do not invest your
time, courage and enthusiasm
(and career, hopes and dreams…)
in any mentor who shows all the
signs of being brutal. And finally
if you suspect you are a brutal
woman or one in the making …
get some help from a qualified
health professional or other

Do women in the industry
fail to support each other?
resource. If you are not honestly
supporting and giving back simply step away. It really is the right
thing to do,” concluded Burns.

The industry shakers

These are the views of Olivia
Smith, Marketing Head of the IIG
and Marketing & Events Officer
at Allianz Global Corporate &
Specialty South Africa, and not of
Allianz or the Insurance Institute
of Gauteng.
“Firstly, I would like to applaud
the writer for her bravery to
reach out to the GWII with her
concern. In life we get disappointed by others’ insecurities,
but it’s still up to you how you
choose to live it. I believe the
ladies who don’t follow the
crowd, but give of themselves
are the industry shakers. As their
reward, doors of opportunity
always open up for them,” says
Smith.
“I have had the privilege of
working directly with one of the
most inspirational ladies in our
industry, IISA President Delphine
Maidou. More examples are
former IIG Presidents Kim Gallus
and Tracy McLaughlin, to name

a few. These ladies have all
impacted the industry at large,
graciously led by example, while
empowering other women,”
continued Smith.

Success is celebrated

Smith mentioned that the GWII
movement itself has brought
ladies together and their great
success is celebrated. “There
are indeed many examples of
women-empowerment in our
industry to date.”
”You have the power to change
your environment. Shift your
focus and identify who you can
help. It’s most fulfilling to mentor
and see another rise to success.
If you have no one to mentor,
pay someone a daily compliment. This not only builds that
person, but your own confidence
arises when you see the good in
others,” continued Smith.
“After all, someone believed in
you,” concluded Smith. l

T

oday women make up
50% of managers in
companies, but only
15% of executive officers. It’s still rare to find women
in any executive positions except
media, marketing and HR and
it’s almost unheard of in technology. There was a period with
no women CEOs in the top 150
technology companies before
Carol Bartz took over Yahoo - and
this for an industry that sells to
as many women as men now.

How women behave towards each other

Women in senior management
are rare at most companies.
Their behaviour as leaders is
scrutinized and it often feels
like a no win - we are either too
aggressive (feedback I’ve had)
or too timid - held to standards
most men are simply not held
to. I know that’s not going to
change any time soon so as
leaders we have suck it up, be
ourselves, lead and find and
empower other leaders in the
organization.
But how women behave towards
each other often reflects whether they think other women
around them help or hurt their
chances for advancement. The
New York Times recently wrote
about women bullying other

Women need to
support women at work
Gender stereotypes already make it hard enough for women in
the workplace but in tough times how women treat other women
matters even more.
women at work - reporting that
40% of bullies in the workplace
are women — with all the
examples being women bullying
other women.
This behaviour does not make
sense. What other minority
would do that to each other?
The question is — do you believe being in the minority as
a woman is an advantage or a
disadvantage?

The best and the worst

I’ve seen the best, and the worst,
watching women in engineering

companies where they are very
much in the minority:
• Women who think that more
women in the workplace
would be a good thing tend to
support other women. They’ll
actively coach, form support
and mentoring groups and
recommend other women for
projects and advancement.
This happens when they
themselves are not threatened by female competition.
• Women who like being special
in a group, being the excep-

Women need to
support women at work
tion, will consciously, or unconsciously
sabotage other women because they
don’t want to share attention. They like
being different and see other women
as competition — professionally or
socially.

Putting a stop to sabotage

If you are experiencing sabotage or bullying from other women you can change
the culture of the group you are in. One
way to do this is to get the women in
your organization together to acknowledge that you are a group, you are within
the same culture, dealing with the same
stereotype and subtle discrimination
issues.
You can bring in a speaker to name the
elephant in the room and catalyze the
discussion — bring in a dynamic speaker
from the outside or a senior woman
from your organization. Talk about how
effective the workplace is, and everyone’s opportunity is, if you help each
other develop your careers. Getting the
discussion out in the open will raise
awareness and a sense of responsibility
in most people to help each other — I’ve
seen it work.

Women are also rare in the corporate
board room — less than 16% of Fortune
500 board members are women. I sit
on two public boards and yes, I am the
only woman on the board in both cases.
When it comes to the substance of the
job this is irrelevant — but when I was invited to a working group of women who
sit on public boards I was delighted to
meet 25 other women who, like me, are
in the minority. We discuss substantive
issues about being on public company
boards and the changing corporate governance challenges; we don’t talk about
being women, but even so it is encouraging to look across the room and see so
many smart, powerful women navigating
the same choppy waters.
Clearly I am not advocating unfairly
advancing someone based on gender —
promotions need to be earned on merit
no matter what. But I am advocating
paying attention to how you can help
other women in your organization thrive
— and putting a stop to sabotage.

It’s 3 p.m. You catch a glimpse of yourself in the fluorescent-lit office
bathroom and your face has officially melted.
If you wear makeup from morning to
night then you’re going to need to refresh
it at some point during the day.
Here’s how to fix the smudges and streaks
that happen throughout the day...

1
2
3

Keep blotting paper handy to mop
up excess oil on your T-zone and
cheeks. It’s a good first step to prepare your skin for touch-ups too.

Take a foundation sponge or brush
with the tiniest bit of foundation and
clean up any eyeshadow or eyeliner
smudges – it instantly refreshes your face.
Strategically sweep some shimmering blush over your cheeks, and give
your lips a swipe of colour. If you
need to you can also apply concealer and
powder to areas that need it most.

Penny Herscher
President
and CEO:
FirstRain

4

Fix your eye shadow by blending
out old shadow with your finger,
cotton, or sponge until It’s even.
Take a lighter shadow (light, bright, or
sparkly), and pat it over the entire lid with

either a finger or a sponge tip applicator. Take a second shadow (dark, rich, or
intense) and apply a bit just above the
outer edge of the lash line.Blend it both
upward and toward the center of the lid.

5

Fix your mascara by taking a cotton
swab dipped in water. Stroke this
over your previous mascara. This
will soften your hard lashes and redistribute the mascara. Apply your mascara
again to give it a final touch.

Essentials to carry

Make sure to always carry the below
things and keep them handy for your
quick fix:
• Tissue
• Cotton swabs
• Sponge tip applicators
• Wet wipes
Fixing makeup does not mean knowing
crazy blending and contouring techniques. It involves quick fixes to refresh
your makeup look throughout the day.
With these tips we guarantee your makeup won’t be a cause of your stress. l

4. Sip smart

“Be aware of everything that you
are eating and drinking during working hours. Yes, you are
under pressure but every calorie
and every nutrient still counts
just the same,” says registered
dietician, Monique Piderit, a
spokesperson for the Association for Dietetics in South Africa
(ADSA).

Declare an outright ban on sugary drinks in the workplace and
make water your first port of call.
You can bring it to work infused
with citrus, herbs, ginger or
mint. Choose rooibos or herbal
teas as your hot drinks at meetings or have them cooled as a
homemade, sugar-free iced tea
in summer.

We may be healthy eaters at
home, but it’s easy to slip up in
the office. Learn how to eat well
at work and keep calories under
control …

5. Snack on this

Stock your office snack drawer
with nutrient-dense fresh fruit,
veg and nuts that are easy to eat
at your desk. You can also bring
long-lasting fresh produce, like
citrus fruits or bananas, to work.
They can stand on your desk all
week long.

Here are Piderit’s tips for eating
healthily at work:

1. Consider those cravings

Take note of your eating habits
at work, especially those triggered by workplace stress and
pressure.
If you find yourself routinely buying a packet of chips or a chocolate from the vending machine
around the corner from your
desk every time the going gets
tough, it’s time to change your
habits and make better choices.
You could replace a crunchy
chip craving for healthier nuts,
popcorn or pretzels, and satisfy
a sweet tooth with fresh fruit or
dried fruit.

Since we eat nearly half of our daily meals and snacks in the workplace, the quality of
the nutrients in the types of food we choose has an impact on our health.

2. Do the prep

If healthy eating choices at work
are limited by what’s available,
take charge and prepare your
own healthy lunchbox. It is not
as much work as you may think,
and it can be cost-saving too.

right in your lunchbox, you’ve
aligned your workplace nutrition
with your healthy lifestyle goals.
When preparing dinner, allow for
a portion of food to be allocated
for the next day and set it aside
in a container for lunch the next
day.

When you get the balance of
protein, carbohydrate, healthy
fat and vitamins and minerals

3. Eat real food

Make an effort to reduce your

processed foods intake and go
for the real thing.
For instance, buy more lean
chicken pieces than you will
eat for dinner and tuck a
left-over drumstick into your
lunchbox, rather than spending
extra on buying viennas and
other processed meats for your
lunchbox.

Also keep easy options at hand
like whole-wheat, high-fibre
crackers, salt and sugar-free
peanut butter and lean biltong.
These foods can keep for weeks
at a time.
“What we eat is fundamental to
our well-being in the short and
long term. It is also fundamental to our performance in the
moment,” says Piderit. “Work
dominates the lives of adults
and how we manage and choose
our food at work is critical to our
well-being.” l

S

o, you’ve got a bunch of friends who
keep getting promoted and landing
awesome new jobs (with accompanying awesome titles) and you’re
feeling like your career is falling behind. You
just can’t stop asking yourself how you’ll
ever catch up.
Remember that old story about the tortoise
and the hare? Well, as someone who’s always been in a hurry to get to the next level,
I’ve come to realize that slow and steady
is actually a really great approach. There is
simply no substitute for hard-earned experience if you truly want to be successful in
your chosen field.

Not for the faint hearted
My career’s journeyed for over 20 years
through the airline industry, the music business as it was imploding, sports footwear,
apparel, and nutrition where I ended up as
Global President of Gatorade, and finally my
most recent role as President of Equinox,
the leader in the fitness industry. I’ve had
some amazing team successes on my
journey that’ll forever take me to that happy
place in my mind—and I’ve also had some
epic, epic fails.
Yeah, I’m not talking the type of fail like
when you mistakenly forward an email to a
giant CC list and announce a crush on your
co-worker to your entire company. Nope.
I’m talking the kind of fails where you get
fired, laid off, and lose your legal right to
work in this country. My path is certainly not
one that’s for the faint of heart!

asked to weigh in on that you actually don’t
know much about and you’re going to feel
really unsure of yourself a lot more than
you’d like. But if you have real depth in just
one specific area then you’ll have one place
in which you know you’re adding value to
the team. And that’s where you will turn
when you need a confidence boost.

Reasons you
can’t take
shortcuts on
your path to
success

This in turn will make you more comfortable
to be more vulnerable and open to asking
questions in the areas that are foreign to
you. Leaders never have all of the answers,
and one of the greatest traits of good managers is the willingness to acknowledge what
they don’t know and ask for help. So, if you
know you’re adding value because of your
depth and expertise in one area, then you’re
going to be far more likely to ask for help
with your weaker bits. And that will make
you far more well-rounded and less likely to
have big, ugly blind spots that could drive
your team into trouble.

By Sarah Robb O’Hagan

And what I can say from my experience is
that every time the big blunders happened,
it was almost always when I had gotten
ahead of my skis. Like when someone had
promoted me to a big job with an even
bigger title because I interviewed really well
and came across as a smart thinker.
But whenever that happened and someone
had overlooked my lack of experience (no
doubt because I had regaled them in the
interview with my daaaaaarling Kiwi accent
and my witty repartee)—that’s when I got
into trouble.
Now don’t get me wrong, I don’t have any

regrets. Because in the end, after lots of
bumps and bruises, it all worked out. But
what I do know to be true is that there’s no
substitute for experience. You can’t jump
the line of experience—you really need to
get in there and do it to have the depth,
resilience, and strength it really takes to be a
powerhouse leader.

1

Here are three reasons why

Depth gives you credibility - The
higher up you get in an organisation,
the more people will look to you for
assurance that you actually know
what you’re doing. And here’s the truth:
There’s going to be a lot of stuff that you’re

2

The power to have influence comes
from real experience - Leadership
is so much about your ability to
influence others, especially with the
pace of change in organisations today, and
a major cultural shift away from “command
and control” style leadership. Ultimately—
even when you have a big title like President
or Chief Something—people are not going
to really follow you if you can’t inspire and
influence them to do so. And it’s not just
the folks that report to you—very often the
toughest audiences are your peers or other
stakeholders you need to get onboard with
your team’s plan. It reiterates the fact that

Reasons
you can’t
take
shortcuts
on your
path to
success
you really can’t influence people until you have
had the experiences that earn you the right to
do so. I experienced this when I joined Equinox.
Even though I came on board as the President
of the company, I had this distinct feeling in my
first year or so that people thought of me like a
new season’s TV show. They might have DVR-ed
me, but they hadn’t yet committed to watching
because they didn’t know if I was going to be
worthy of following!
So I spent time getting out into our field, working every position that I could in our clubs, from
maintenance to front desk, to selling a membership and being a “floor trainer” handing out
fresh towels to members. Not only did I have a
blast, but by the time I came back to start thinking about the future of our company, I was so
much more grounded in what really makes the
business work. And, not surprisingly, employees
were far more willing to give me input knowing
that I had experienced the business properly.

3

You need to have the courage of your
convictions - To be a great leader, you have
to be able to see a future that others are
unable to see. And what that means is that
you’re going to come up against weeks, months, and
probably even years of conversations with people
telling you all the reasons why your ideas won’t
work. But if you have real depth of time and experience that enables you to see that future so clearly,
you’ll have light years more resilience and drive to
get to the future than if you don’t.
In my case, leading Gatorade from the world of
sports drinks to the world of sports nutrition, or seeing Equinox as an “always on fitness lifestyle partner”
instead of a gym—both of those experiences were
hugely necessary in teaching me the grit required to
drive innovation and change, and giving me the courage to launch my own business, EXTREMEYOU. While
I’ve had countless people tell me why this might not
be for me—mostly because starting a business presents a very different set of challenges to revamping
an existing one—I know the time is right for me to
do this. With 20 years of experience under my belt, I
have the mentors and relationships that provide the
kind of moral support that’s hugely needed when
you’re embarking upon something new and scary.
And critically, I have legitimate subject matter depth
on the topic of human potential, which is the area
my business idea is focused on.

Keep going
So, no matter where you are in your career: Remember that story of the tortoise and the hare.
It’s important to keep feeling and encourage your
restless desire to progress, but just remember, you
can’t skip over the important experience steps if you
want to really get the most out of your own potential
in the long run.

Self-belief plays a pivotal role in our being able to achieve our
goals. These nuggets might be of value to you as you seek to
make your dreams a reality and ensure your ‘work’ is fulfilling
and allows you to add value.

1

Do you feel capable and qualified to be doing what you are doing? If
not, what would make you feel more confident?
Take steps to improve your knowledge of a subject or increase your skill
set, so you can feel more competent.

2

Do you feel in control over what happens in your life?
Self-doubt is energy-sapping and will keep you from doing your best
work. If you need feedback, ask! If you have one, ask your boss: “Would
you prefer to do this differently?” Honest and open communication deserves a straightforward answer – even if you pick up some constructive
criticism, you will know where you stand.

3

Do you feel as though what you do is meaningful?
Having passion for what you do is an amazing confidence builder and
a guarantee for feeling fulfilled. It’s never too late to explore what you
want from your work or career and to take steps to change it.
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